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this is actually not a bad hidden object and puzzle game but it needs some fixes and improvements. clue system not working the
way \u0131t's supposed to be, sometimes clicking not working hidden objects and there is no map. cartoony graphics looks great
and story is not bad one but expert mode very confusing because of these problems. i suggest to you play only custom mode..
Boring and not very fun. Don't buy it.. When I first heard about this, I believed they had recorded cutscenes with the motion
capture actors and that they attempted to make them look almost indistinguishable from the animated cutscenes. Instead, they're
low budget videos the developers themselves recorded in order to assist in planning and animating cutscenes.
I was initially disappointed to learn what this would really be, but it didn't take long to realize that what we got was the greatest
thing I never knew I wanted.
You'd think the charm of the low budget production would wear out its welcome, but the variety of how they conveyed all the
more fantasy elements help keep the cutscenes entertaining. The developer's own skills during certain sequences are also a joy to
watch, the man who played Dante was partially impressive.
Unfortunately, but understandably, the cutscenes are all in Japanese only. There's no subtitles, either. They definitely can't
replace the regular cutscenes if you actually want to know what is happening with the story. If you can't understand Japanese,
the scenes that are primarily just the characters talking to each other will be pretty boring. Thankfully, scenes where it's literally
just them talking to each other aren't common.
Overall, I strongly recommend watching these cutscenes on a second playthrough as they're incredibly entertaining. The
developers should be proud of these.. Without doubt this add-on is supurb, if you want to get back to dead simple flying with all
the A2A high standards, this is the one. I love it, especially flying from Barow in the UK out over the lake district, or down to
Blackpool, its worth every penny. I hope they develop a Super Cub, if so I'll be first in line. The camera angles in this game are
so extreme!. @ sergeant _ oddball what you are saying about driving in advanced mode and changing the reverser is 100%
incorrect. To move the reverser you hold the E key down to unlock it and while doing so move the reverser. Once that you have
moved the reverser let the E key go. I see that you have only 233hrs in TS and have lots to learn. I have over 2,000hrs playing
TS. This is a great loco and anybody into steamers should buy this loco.. I need a bit of help the game is way too big for my
screen and adjusting screen res doesn't help but still a great game
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Haven't played much, but so far so good. It's a good game but my trucks just exploded and the AI are still way to
aggresive/stupid. My third early access purchase again fail..... The devs have disappeared.
Turd Rating - 4.95 on the Poo Scale.. It was fun to play for a while, but it became a bit too easy for my taste. Was playing twoplayer coop and we were in a round for at least 30 minutes, and eventually had to lose on purpose.
Still a good game for the price (had it for about $1 on sale). Needs to be more challenging though.. Very, very fun.. Literally the
best game I've ever played. Finished in 6 hours.. Seems like an OK start for a hobbyist. Press the side buttons to reload; in the
tutorial it doesn't mention this. The setting up of barricades isn't easy, health bars should added to enemies and you should be
able to take all 3 of the weapons instead of picking two, since the enemy snipers have a TON of health apparently.. This game,
like many other difficult platformers, made me angry that I was still playing. However, the sound and level design is good
(except for certain water levels).. Darkstone
cons:
no video resolution configuration options.
no mouse/keyboard configuration options.
invisible enemies and invisible npcs.
sucks.. Placed in 1944 Mayer, a Gestapo soldier, is attempting to hide his love for men with his never ending flirting with
females. Engage in awkward dialogue and confusing puzzles in order to suceed with the plan to ki- TO BE CONTINUED.
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